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METHOD OF MATCHING COMPONENTS AND PREDICTING
PERFORMANCE CO?A TURBINX-PROPEILER ENGINE
By Alois T. Sutor and Morris A. Zipktn
SUMMARY
Equations were derived for the equilibrium.uoperation of a
turbtie-propeller engine in terms of parameters used in turbine-
and compressor-performancemaps. 13yuse of these analytical.rela-
tions, geometric, thermodynamic, and aerodynamicrelations among
compressor, turbihe, and exhaust nozzle may be calculated. For a
lmown compressor-performancemap, the matching method described
indicates some of the turbine and exhaust-nozzle design compromises
that must be made when the components are conibinedinto a turbine-
propeller engine.
If the physical relations among the components are known, the
matching relations may be used directly to predict engine perform- ,
ante over a range of operating conditions.
An illustrative example of the matching method and the perform-
ance analysis
stage turbine
is presented
coupled to a
for an axial-flow compressor and a single-
constant-efficiencypropeller.
INTRODUCTION
Various performance investigations of gas-turbine engines based
on cycle analysis have been conducted (for example, references 1 to 5).
Considerable information is available on gas-turbine-engineperform-
ance over a wide range of desi~ conditions. Cycle analysis of a gas-
turbine engine may be used to determine some of the performance
parameters of the individual components requtied for a design-operating
condition but is inadequate for describing (1) the type and the size
of component suitable for incorporateion in an actual engine, and (2)
the off-design performance of an actual engine.
.
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A matching method may
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must be used as an aid in proper engine design.
be defined as a process for selecting suitable
geometric relations among and within the various components of an
engine designed to operate at specified conditions.
,
,&eral methods (references 6 to 10) are available for predicting
equilibrium operating characteristics of gas-turbine engines if the
perf&mance characteristics of the compressor and the turbine are
given. These methods, however, sre not applied to the problem of
selecting the turbiriedismeter and blade length for operation with a
--gelectedcompressor.
An investigationwas conducted at the RACA Lewis laborato~ to
develop a simplified analytical method of matching, which will aid in
the determination of the geometric design of the turbine and the
exhaust nozzle to be mated with a selected compressor in order to
provide a suitable conibinationof components for use in a turbine-
propeller engine. After the components are matched, the performance
of the engine for a range of operating conditions may be predicted
by meanE of the equilibrium equations used for matching the engine,
if the component performance characteristics are lumwn.
.-
The development of the method is followed by an example in
which performance maps of a turbine-propeller engine are calculated
for three values of ~ pressure ratio ‘&d
exhaust-nozzle to turbine-inlet area.
MMK!HING ANALYSIS
~SiC Equations
for a-range of ratios of
Matahing of the components for the coupled-type gas-turbine
engine considered herein is based on the following three fundamental
relations that apply to both turbojet and turbine-propeller engines
(fig. 1).
1. A fixed relation must exist between the rotor speeds of the
compressor and the turbine. For the case considered, where the com-
pressor and the turbine are directly coupled, the rotor speeds are
equal.
2. The mass flow of air through the compressor plus the fuel
flow minus any air bled for cooling or other uses is equal to the
gas flow through the turbine, which, in turn, is equal to the gas
flow through the exhaust nozzle.
“,
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3. The power developed by the
compressor and shaft powers, where
turbine must equal
the shaft power is
3
the sum of the
equal to the
sum of the propeller-shaft ~ower, accessory power, and power con-
sumed in reduction-gear and bearing friction..
When the corrected paramters developed in reference 11 and the
symbols and the stations,as defined in appendix A and figure 1,
respectively, are used these fundamental relations maybe analyti-
cally expressed in the following manner:
For equal compressor and turbine rotor speeds,
(1)
When any change in mass flow due”to me addition of fuel or
the bleedoff of air is neglected,
.-
(2a)
(2b)
1
If turbine power is equated ,tothe sum of shaft and compressor
power
A-+) (,+*)==%CT1 %-Tl
‘3 Cp,t 3
(3)
—.
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Couibinationsof the previous equations that eliminate the
temperature-ratio term T3/Tl are useful in matching the components
of a gas-turbine engine. The turbine weight-flow parameter multi-
plied by blade-speed parameter w% ,J*4 53 is obtained by multi-
plying each side of equation (1) by the corresponding sides of equa-
tion (2a) and then transposing the area-ratio term @#
Wut~ W@l uc,o PI ‘2 ‘t,mA1
——
’463 = - & ‘2 ‘3 ‘cjo ~
(4)
The following relation is obtainedby dividing each side of
equation (3) by the square of each side of equation (1) and rear-
ranging terms:
where Wt, the turbine-~essure coefficient, is defined as
oT3 - T5gJc —p,tTs T3
*t = 2,
()
‘t,m
r‘3
and
the
The
(5)
represents the ratio of the change in tangential velocity across
turbine rotor to the blade speed at the mean dismeter
%,4 + %,5
Ut
compressor slip factor S
s=
is defined as
()
T2 - T1
gJcp,cTB —
%
,.
.=
,!
—.—. ..—.— —.
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Component-Performancetips
5
VR_ P2 %-q, u~e ~m.-ters %51 ‘ ~ TI and ~ are used to plot the
@l
WJt,m ~ T3- T5
compressor-performancemap and — and *t
A453’ P5’ T3 ‘
are used for.
the turbine-perfopnance map because they condense component-performance
data for appro-tely similar dynamic conditions of operation and they
may be conveniently utilized in the matching equations given. The
effects of Reynolds number and variable y on the com~nent-performance
maps are neglected for simplicity. Large changes in the value of T
should be accounted for in the performance parameters given above. For
exsmple, if cold flow tests are used for determining turbine-performance
maps, y and R should be introduced into the turbine parameters
(references 8, 9, andll).
A typical sdal-flow-compressor performance map-is shown in
figure 2. Performance maps for three single-stage turbines of different
rotor-outlet angles sre shown in figure 3. The turbine-stage velocity
diagram is shown in figure 4. The angle of swirl is positive when the
absolute velocity of the gases leaving the turbine has a tangential
component opposite in direction to that of the moving blades. These
turbine maps were replotted from a series of calculated maps presented
in reference 12. The turbine weight-flow parameter multipliedby
blade-speed parameter wUtm/A453 eliminates the turbine-inlet-
temperature term and sprea& out the plots of turbine characteristics
for stator choking conditions.
For the compressor map, the weight-flow parameter is based ’on.
a unit axea and the constant-speed curves are designated by lines
of corrected tip speed in order to make the map independent of com-
pressor size. The performance of the turbine stage is based on con-
ditions at the pitch diameter so that the maps are also independent
of size. The components may therefore be scaled in size for the
purpose of matching. The performance maps are assumed to remain
unchanged with change in coqonent size.
When the component-performancemaps uncorrected for the effect
of Reynolds number are used, the relations among compressor, com-
bustion chamber, and turbine given in equations (l), (2a), and (3)
and in their conibinations,equations (4) and (5), are independent
of altitude, ram pressure ratio, and exhaust-nozzle size. The rela-
tions between the turbine and the exhaust nozzle we givenby equa-
tions (2b) and (2c) and maybe related to the operating condition
of the engine by means of the following relation:
‘6 PI P2 p3 p5 ‘6 P.
—=— ——— ——
p6 p. Pl P2 P3 P5 p6
(6)
——————
———
—.
6Combined Turbine and Exhaust-l?ozzle
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For a given turbine operating at constant met conditions, the
proportionment of power between the propeller and the jet is dependent
on exhaust-nozzle size. l?etermlnationof the combined performance
map of the turbine end the exhaust nozzle is therefore desirable.
When adiabatic expansion in the turbine stator is assumed,
T3 = T4
Rearran@ng the terms of equation (2b) gives
(7)
.
.
The value of the weight-&w parameter w~/A5 for choking
flow from equation (2c) is given by
1
For the hot turbine ga8es, a
value of y< was chosen:
convenient value
yt = 4/3
Letting
R = 53.35
xlie
As
= 48.62
(8)
for the average
for choking flow.
“
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Introducing the choking value of the weight-flow parameter mt
into equation (7) and rearranging terms fields
(9)
The parameters on the right side of this equation can be shown to
be mainly a function of P3/P6 and P3/,T6. ~om equation (2c),
Arw L96/A656 is seen tobe a ftmotion only of p6/P6 and
‘3
.
(lo)
In order to eliminate the necessity of implicitly solving equa-
tion (2c), figure 5 is included so that the ratio of total to static
pressure at the nozzle maybe obtainedby inspection. IX negligible
heat losses are assumed from the turbine outlet to the exhaust
nozzle,
T5 = T6
Approdmate values of turbine efficiency maybe used in the expression
of ~~ because the effect of turbine efficienq is small. For
qle} ~ p3/p5 is equal to 2.5 and 7t is 4/3,
TT6~ = 0.898 for Tt = 0.953
—. . .—.——--- — .. .— ——-- -—
——————.
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f
T6
~=
The effect of tail-pipe
as may be seen from the
~=g
0.909 for qt = 0.85
~d exhaust-nozzle losses
follgwing exsmple where
n~ = 0.90
=
‘r1 - 0.90
are also small,”
1
= 0.904 for no losses
= 0.914 for 10-percent loss in tail pipe
and exhaust nozzle
A genersl map for turbine ahd exhaust-nozzle characteristics
was plotted from equation (9). values of p /%6 were plotted
A6 m: ‘3 as sho=inagainst l?3/p6 (~for mxrious values of — —A4m q’
figure 6.
l?orthe ~~ term, a turbine efficiency of 0.86 was assumed,
and tail-pipe and exhaust-nozzle losses were assumed to be 5 percent.
For stator-choking conditions, the ratio (m’/m)4 is 1.0.
.
“
Iii
W484
For nonchoking conditions, values of — vary with the type of tur-
A484
bine and its operation so that no fixed relation to the ratios already
given exists. For no losses in the stator passages, p3/p4 is 1.0.
The curves were not extended to the point (1,1) because at that
point the assumption of constant percentage loss in tail pipe and
e~ust nozzle cannot apply. All the curves approach the line
A6 ~t P3
u
q~4q’aa9 however, as they approach point (1,1) because
the ratio (m’/m)4 approaches infinity.
— ..—.- _
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The lines of madmum total-pressure
9
r@fo shown in figure 6
indicate choking .f!onditionsin the turbine stator and in the turbine- “
.
rotor annulus downstream of the tuxbipe rotor. These values may be
$ obtdned from continuity considerations across the turbine.
s .
we w~ P4 P3
f
T5 A4
—=— ——. —
A+5 A454 P3 P5 T3 A5
(12)
When the weight-flow parameters for choking flow are canceled and
the terms rearranged,
r
-++,t[(%l% P3P5
~ ‘4 ‘6
(13)
P3
The relation between — and ~~~ for ~t =.o.86 ~d
A4 P4 P6
‘6/p5 = O*95 in the
,b ‘5 ‘3
term has been plotted in figure 7.
A6 ~t P3
()
The ti~~ahe of p3/p6 for -value of — —
4 m~Ejtill
be found on the curve of ~ = 1.0 in figure 6. This curve repre-
sents the maximum corrected-turbinepower if
that is, tm’/m)4 = 1“0” On this curve, the
U
A6 m? P3 % ‘3 ‘5 for the
———
T
— is equal to A4 P4 P6
‘m 4 P4
a~ 4J””. (See equations (9) and (13).)
the stator is choked,
value of
s- ~lUe of p3/p6
The maximum value of
,-–
% m’ ‘3
()
p3/p6 for a~ value Of — —
A4m4~ can therefore be found from
figure 7.
% ‘3
If the value of ——
A4 P4
()
% m’ ‘3 the value of
~ =4=
‘5
— is less than the value ofp6
p3/p6 used for determining maximum turbine
pressure ratio p3/p5 cannot be ~eater than that shown in figure 7
.——.——.. -—-—. .—— -—————. .— —.. — —
—-
.,
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A5 P3 P5
for the specified value of — ——. The actual value of P3/P6
‘4 ‘4 ‘6
will increase, however, with P3’P6 for a particular engine according
to the continuity relations shownby the solid curves of figure 6
because the total-pressure losses in the tail pipe and the exhaust
nozzle will increase. These lossea maybe estimated from knowledge
of the maximum turbine pressure ratio P3/P5 and the operating
point of the engine on the solid curves of figure 6
The map of figure 6 maybe applied to any type and size turbine,
single or multistage, and exhaust nozzle. If station 6 is inter-
preted as being identical to station5 at the turbine-rotor outlet,
the map may be used to represent turbine characteristics in general.
It is especially useful in determining: (1) the ratio of exhaust-
nozzle to turbine-flow area for matching an engine, (2) the engine
performance for a fixed-area exhaust nozzle, and (3) engine per-
formance when the engine is equipped with a variable-area exhaust
nozzle.
A more accurate turbine- and exhaust-nozzle-performancemap
for a specific turbine maybe obtained from a plot of equation (2b)
expressed in terms of the turbin6 parameters
performance map.
-1
shown on the turbine-
P3 P~
{
‘6 ~
.— ——
‘5 ‘6 ‘3 %
(14)
D
“
G
3
.
For any selected point on the turbine map, values of w ‘*,m/&53Y
$t> (T3-T5)/T3> and p3/p5 are lmown and may be tntrq$uced into
equation (14). For a Mown value of tail-pipe and exhaust-nozzle loss,
the remaining variables in equation (14) are A6/A4 and w&/A6b6.
For a selected value of ~/A4, the value,of the weight-flow pNam-
eter may be evaluated.
.
—— . -— .- — .—
.z
Nl-l
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‘3
‘6 ~The value of — = —
P6 P3
may be obtained from figure 5. Thus,
~
the relation between A6/A4 and P3/p6 may be obtained for any
point on the turbine map.
Letting ~/A4 = 2.0 and using the parameters from various
points on the turbine map of figure 3(b) in equation (14) gave the
relation between p3/p6 and p3/p6, as shown by figUre 8. For
these points, a 5-percent loss in total pressure through the tail
pipe and e-ust nozzle was assumed.
For comparison of the two methods of obtaining the combined
turbine and exhaust-nozzle map, a curve at A6/~ = 2.0 was plotted
on figure 8 by means of the methods used.to obtain figure 6. For the
solid line of figure 8, choking conditions were assumed in the tur-
bine stator and thus (m’/m)4 = 1.(). A constant value of P4/P3
equal to that for sonic flow was assumed. The turbine maps of “
reference 12 are based on a stator loss coefficient A = 0.1. The
nozzle loss per pound of gas is given by LAC4!, where C4 is the
jet velocity issuing from the stator nozzl~s at the pitch line: The
following relation was used to obtain .total-pressureloss across the
stator:
K 1}yt-1 7t~ ~P4 uP4—= l+A1-—‘3 P4
The ratio of total to static pressure is givenby
. .
(Is)
(16)
.-,
—— --——— —.——— —————
12
.
1,,
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For sonic flow, M4 = 1.0 and
7+
and
7t-1
PA
()
Yt+l
—= = 1.653
P4 T
P4J 09=
.
‘3
(16a)
A comparison of the points obtaimed from the turbine map and
the curve obtained from continuity considerationswith choking con-
ditions in the turbine stator shows that the curve maybe used in place
of a curve drawn through the points taken from the turbine map. The
curves of figure 6 will therefore
from the specific turbine maps.
Method of
be used in place of those obtained
Matching
The basic equations and the simplifying assumptions given in
the previous sections canbe used to detemine the physical dimensions
of a gas-turbine engine if the performance maps of the compressor and
the turbine are known. The type of compressor and the conditions of
operation at the design point (turbine-inlettemperature, any two
compressor-performanceparameters, and ambient conditions) must be
selected fiFst by the engine designer. Inasmuch as the design con-
ditions will affect the complete performance map of the engine, a
subsequent performance analysis should be made to indicate the wis-
dom in the choice of design conditions. After the conditions of
operation at the desi~ point have been selected, the relations among
the physical dimensions of the engine, namely, ratio of turbine-
outlet to stator-throat area, ratio of turbine to compressor area,
ratio of exhaust-nozzle to turbine area, and ratio of compressor to
turbine xliameter,canbe determined from the following matching
procedure.
Selected conditions of operation. - The selection of a point on
the compressor map that corresponds to engine-design conditions
fixes compressor-tip speed, pressure ratio, weight-flow parameter,
and slip factor at the design point.
.
.
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For maximum-power operation, approximately rated speed of the
compressor should be selected in order to give the highest pressure
ratio and weight flow within mechanical-design limits. Although min-
imum fuel consumption for the engine may sometimes be obtained by
selecting the higher pressure ratios nearest the compressor surge point
for design operation, particularly in @al-flow compressors, operat~
too close to the surge limit is undesirable for several reasons:
(1) The surge point is inexactly defined for the compressor, (2) at
the design-turbine-inlettemperature, a change in sltitude or engine
speed may place the compressor operating point in the surge region,
and (3) acceleration is impossible at the design speed without
producing operation in the surge region.
Turbine-inlet temperatures are limited by material stress and
life considerations.
Iktermination of turbine-area ratio. - Results of an analysis
made in appendix B will aid in the selection of the turbine-area
ratio A4/~. Maximum values of turbine-power parameter based on
the turbine-outlet area
‘()
m’
are obtained for a turbine-
A5P:G ‘5
—- .
area-ratio ‘arameter ::: of approximately 0.4, the exact
value depending on tur~ine efficiency. (See fig. 9.)
Maximum corrected turbine power hp is obtained when
++3 m
the turbine-outlet annulus is choked because (m’/m)5 is then equal
to 1.0. For this condition, the required area ratio A4/~ iS
A4 m4 P4
approximately represented by the value of — — —.
A5%P3
In order to obtain increasing corrected power with increasing
flight speeds, it is desirable to select an area ratio A./& near
*O
‘4 % ‘4 in~catedby thethe values of ———.
k%%
maximum power line (approx-
imately 0.4). In this manner, the geometry of the turbine may be
made such that maximum corrected turbine power is available at maximum
flight speed.
_ ———— — —.. —
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For turbines having a constant-area annular passage and operathg
% P4at flow conditions such that — — = 1.0, stator-outlet angles of
% P3
20° to 30° maybe used with less than 2.2-percent loss in maximum
=orrected power because the horsepower change is small with changes
in area ratio in the-region of mxd.mum power.
Determination of ratio of turbine- to compressor-flow area. - For
maximum corrected turbine power per unit flow area, the turbine must
operate near stator-choking conditions. Although the stator may not
actually be choked, the turbine weight-flow parameter for most design
operati~ conditio~ may be approxi=ted by
area
From equation
may be solved
-.
,
rwe4”
— =48.62
’484
(2a), the ratio of turbine to
for
c
.{w f%T3A4 A151 q
—=
‘1 &w 04 PA P2 P3
— —— —
A454 P3 PI P2
The value of T3/T~ is obtained from the design
compressor-flow
.
(17)
turbine-inlet tem-
perature and a knowledge of ambient and ram conditions. Values of
</w 191A151 and P2/Pl are obtained from the design point on the
compressor map. The conibustion-c-er pressure ratio P3/P2 and
turbine-stator-lossratio P4/P3 maybe estimated for simplicity.
At this point it is desirable to calculate the centrifugal
stresses to be encountered at the root of the turbine-rotor blades.
The stress at the root of a blade of constant length is given
(reference 13) by
pb(L)2Dt02
s~ =
8g 1 4
,0
.
P
N
m4
(18)
——— —. ————..
P
co,
OJ
..
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where @ is the stress correction factor for different blade-area
distributions and represents the ratio of the stress in a tapered
blade to the
be rewritten
For the
rotor-outlet
passage area
stress in a parallel-sided blade. Equation (18) may
as
(19)
turbine having a constant axial-passage height, the
flow area A5 is approximately equal to the annular
for
For rotor-outlet
ular to the flow
low rotor-outlet swirl angles; thus
(20)
swirl angles up to 14°, the flow area perpendic-
differs from the flow area perpendicular to the
axial direction by not more than 3 percent. ‘The equation for
blade stress may be rewritten for the directly coupled turbine and
compressor in terms of quantities already kno~
sb=+wJ4%k%-’21)
If the centrifugal stresses are higher than allowable, another
point must be selected on the compressor map or design conditions
must be altered.
Determination of ratio of exhaust-nozzle to turbine-inlet flow
area. - For a particular flight condition and the engine operating
at constant conditions upstream of the turbine, one value of
exhaust-nozzle area exists that-permits optimum division ofpower
between the propeller and the jet. The exact optimum nozzle size
-is, however, dependent on the values of turbine, propeller, and jet
efficiencies. (See references 14 and 15.)
For optimum division of powek between propeller and Jet for
all ram conditions, the following approximation may be used (refer-
ences 1 and 15):
()‘6 ._PI~ Po -opt (22)
— — .—-— ——_— ..—- .—z
——. .—-
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l?orram pressure ratios up to those causing choking in the
exhaust nozzle,
PI P2 P3
‘3 . (23)
g=%pl%#
When equations (22) and (23) are combined
()
‘3 _ ‘2 ‘3
q PI P2
(24)
opt
Thus the value of (p3/p6)opt may be determined for a particular ,
compressor pressure ratio and combustion-chauiberloss ratio and
lines of constant (p3/p6)opt ~ybe ~a~ on fi~e 6= me
5(+)42 ”i’’G)op. ‘Y fienbe “e-edo
variation of .A4
A plot of this result indicates the exhaust-nozzle area required
for optimum power division at various ram pressure ratios for the
compressor and combustion-chamberpressure ratio selected.
For take-off conditions, equation (23) may be used to determine
the value of (p3/p6)T for flow conditions up to choking in the
exhaust nozzle. @ line Of co~-t (p3/p6)T ~ybe ~mm
figure 6 for selected values of compreWor and combustion-chamber
pressure ratio at take-off. The-iationof (p3/p6)T or
(F’3/P5)T may then be plotted against the area-ratio parameter.
These results show that increasing the exhaust-nozzle area
permits a weater pressure decrease across the turbine for take-off
but a small exhaust nozzle is required for optimum power division
at high flight speeds. For a fixed exhaust~nozzle area, compromises
in performance at take-off and for a range of flight speeds must-be
made. For the area ratio selected, the variation of p3/p6 tith
‘3/p6 should be plotted. This curve will represent the equilibrium
operating condition
ratio automatically
across the turbine
exhaust-nozzle loss
for the matched engine. .Theselection of area .
determines the value of total-pressure ratio
P3/P5 for a lmown value of tail-pipe ~d
ratio P5/P&
.,.
.
—.
_.—
3
.
2’,
cut
Ii
.
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Determination of ratio of turbine to compressor diameter. -
Because the turbine pressure ratio is known} a point on the turbine
map is determined when the diameter ratio ~,m/Dc,o is selected.
(See equation(4) or (26).)
‘Ut~m rw 04 ‘4 ‘t)m
=— .
A483 %54 P3
T ‘3
(25)
From equation (1)
‘Ut ,m T
‘T’
w e4P4Uco TIDtm
4% ‘—”A464 P3
< 1 % Dc,o
(26)
By use of the turbine maps such as shown in figure 3, the
turbine-outlet swirl angle may be determined for each value of
‘t,m/Dc,o”
For some designs, a decrease in turbine wheel weight results in
a decrease in wheel diameter (see referenbe 13). At low values of
%,m/Dc,o) however, the swirl angle is high. For a fixed blade speed,
stator-exit angle, and jet velocity leaving the stator, the work done
by the turbine per pound of gas may generallybe made lsrge by selecting
a high positive value of swirl angle. Lsrge values of swirl angle,
however, are usually undesirable if the gases are to be expanded in
an exhaust nozzle because the tangential component of velocity cannot
genersllybe utilized for obtaining forward thrust.
After a value of swirl angle for design conditions is selected,
the rotor-outlet angle ~5 must be chosen. High values of B5 will
give the smallest turbine diameter. For a vortex-flow design, how-
ever, when constant axial velocity from root to tip of the blade is
assumed, the turbine bladingapproaches impulse at the root of the
blade as ~5 is increased.
Impulse conditions at the root of the blade maybe obtainedby
equating the relative velocity entering the rotor to the relative
velocity leaving the rotor. (See appendix C.) The ratio of mean
turbine diameter to rotor diameter at the blade root for impulse
conditions at the blade root is given by
—c..— ——.—— —.——— —— -—.———— —
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All ratios on the right side
are obtained from the vector
turbine. The vector dia~am
because the angles a4, P5,
(27)
of equation (27) including tan2 a4,m
diagram at the pitch section of the
at the pitch section may be drawn
and swirl,‘are known together with
turbine-blade pitch speed Ut,m and absolute velocity issuing from
the stator nozzle C4. The nozzle-~et velocity is givenby
[ .1
yt-1
7~
C* =
()
P4
~.@T3 1- ~ (28)
yt-l
The value of P4/P4 may be obtained from reference 12 for a point
on the turbine map because the degree of reaction, the nozzle loss
coefficient, and the total-to-staticpressure ratio across the
turbine P3/p5 are given. The value of CA for sofic fl~ W
the stator nozzles is givenby
The hub-to-tip-diameter ratio is then givenby
(28a)
(29)
..——
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When the design swirl angle
is fixed for each value of ~5.
bine is then given by
1-
~Di\
19
is selected, the value of ~,m/Dc, o
The hub-to-tip ratio of the tur-
% [01Di 2—l-—Al ‘o 1
()
~ %,u12
DC,o
(30)
The ratio A5/A1 is assumed to represent approximately the ratio
of annuler passage area enclosing the rotor blades to the.annular
passsge area at the compressor inlet. The ratio (Di/Do)t may then
be plotted against Dt /De o from equation (30) for the particular
stirl angle selected ~% th& curve compsred with the curve of impulse at
the blade root as given by equations (27) snd (29). A compromise must
thenbe made in the selection of l+-,~Dc,o between rotor weight and
the degree of reaction because higher actual turbine efficiencies may “
be obtained by selecting blading with a positive reaction at the root.
(See reference 16.)
The selection of Dt m/Dc,o then fixes the design value of rotor
turning angle ~4 + ~5 &d the design point on the turbine map. Thus
the turbine pressure coefficient $t and total-temperatureratio across
the turbine T3/T5 are determ&ed for design conditions.
If the exhaust-nozzle srea~s not fixed, equations (4) snd (5) .
could be used to-determine the relations between shaft horsepower,
turbine diameter, and turbine performance psram’eters. The turbine
aerodynamic factors must then be’compromised with engine power and the
size and the weight of the turbine wheel, propeller, and reduction
gesr for the flight condition considered.
The value of the turbine weight-flow parameter and pressure-ratio
loss across the stator should nowbe checked against the assumed choking
values by means of equation (31) using the parameters for the design
point on the turbine map:
Wut ~
‘2=*
(31)
-. — –. - —.————. -———— -— —
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If the results of the solution of equation (31) inticate that flow
conditions much below choking are obtained at design conditions,
the matching process shouldbe repeated with the new value of
4w 94 P*
—.
464 P3
from equation (31).
PIZRFORMAIWEA2?AIYSIS
When the physical dimensions of the engine are lmown or deter-
minedly the matching procedure given in the previous section, use
of the basic equations (1) to (6) and the component performance maps
completely determines engine performance at all operating conditions.
The selection of a point on the compressor curve determines compres-
sor speed, pressure ratio, weight flow, and slip factor. ‘Fromthe
compressor and conibustion-chambercharacteristics, the pressure at
the turbine inlet dan be established. The assumption of a constant
combustion-chamberpressure-drop ratio is usually sufficient for
most performance analyses.
Once the turbine-inlet pressure is known, the ratio of total
pressure across the turbine canbe obtained from the curve relating
.
total-pressure ratio to total-to-static presmre ratio for the lmown
ratio of etiust nozzle to turbine area. (See fig. 6.)
The total-pressure ratio of the turbine P3/P5 and the turbine
/A5 determined from equation (4) fix all the tur-parameter wUt m ~ s
Y
bine values for the particular point selected on the compressor
map. Corrected temperature drop, pressure coefficient, and outlet
swirl angle may now be obtained from the turbine-p~ormance map.
Shaft power, jet thrust, and specific fuel consumption canbe cal-
culated from the equations derived in a~endix D.
nETArmD PROCEDURE
Matching
The step-by-step process for matching a turbine and an exhaust
nozzle to a selected compressor type is presented with an illustra-
tive example. In each step given, the general procedure will be
followedby the specific procedure for the illustrative engine
chosen.
.— — _—. —..—.
‘P “
‘$?
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matching procedure, the components of a
engine .schematicallvshown in fimre 1
matched ~o determine-the relations am&g the physi&l dimen-
Maps representative of typical axial-flow compressor and
single-stage turbine performance are shown in figures-2 and 3. The
turbine-stage velocity diagram is shown in figure 4. The turbine
performance maps were obtained from the methods presented in refer-
ence 12. The curves of figure 3(b) were extended to higher values
of pressure ratio and corrected temperature drop by assuming a con-
stant turbine efficiency of 0.86 and stator-choking conditions. The
maximum pressure ratio obtained with tie compressor chosen is less
than4.o (fig. 2). Cycle analysis indicates that for high perform-
ance a turbine-propeller engine should have a compressor with a
pressure ratio higher than this value. Imsmuch as the purpose
herein is only to demonstrate procedure and to indicate qualitative
results, this particular map was chosen because it covered almost
the complete range of engine operation. A combustion-chamberpres-
sure loss of 5 percent and a combined tail-pipe and exhaust-nozzle
pressure loss of 5 percent will be assumed for all operating
conditions.
The matching procedure outlined in a previous section is
expanded here to aid in the determination of the p~ical, dimen-
sions of the engine and the component performance parameters for
design conditions.
Selection of operating conditio~.–
(1) Select over-all conditions for engine-design operation.
Example: The engine will be designed for take-off or maximum-
power operation at sea-level static conditions.
(2) Determine ambient pressure and temperature for step (1).
Example: PO = 2117 poun@ per square foot
‘o
= 518.4° R
(3) Determine ram pressure ratio. In terms of flight speed
V. and inlet-ducting total-pressure-lossratio P1/Po
.—._
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.
7=-1
PI PI
(
ye-l V02
—=%
)
l+——
Po 2Yc@ to
(32)
2=10
-Ie: Assume
Po “
(4) Calculate T1. If the process is assumed to be adiabatic
to the compressor inlet,
ye-l
~
()
PI
g
Tl = to
‘PI
~
-Ie: Tl= to= 518.4° R
(5) Select a compressor map.
-le: The axial-flow compressor map shown in figure 2
was selected.
(6) Select design point on compressor map.
-Ie: For approximately rated compressor speed, a
pressure ratio lower than the maximum permissible ratio was selected.
Uc,o
T
= 971 feet per second
‘1
P2
— = 3.25
PI
<
w el
= 37.4
%%
.
‘2-T1 =050
T1
.
— -.— .
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(7)
factor.
(8)
(9)
assuming
Calculate S from the definition of compressor slip
Ezample: S = 32.2 X 778 X 0.24 x518.4 X 0.50 = ~ ~
.
(971)2
Select design turbine-inlet temperature.
Example: ASSUme T3 = 2000° R
Select losses in coxiibustionchamber, stator, and tail pipe,
choking flow in the stator.
‘p3 p6
Example: Assume — .— . 0.95
P2 P5
For the turbine maps of reference 12, the losses across the stator
maybe computed from equations (15.)and (16). For simplicity, sonic
flow from the stator nozzles was assumed. Thus,
P4
— =0.935
‘3
Determination of turbine-area ratio.-
(10) Select a value of A4/~ from figure 9.
Example: The turbine maps of reference 12 are based on
a constant-area annular passage. A
chosen from consideration of figure
4sin U4 =—
%
stator-outlet angle of 20° was
9:
= 0.342 (33)
The turbine-rotor outlet annulus and the exhaust nozzle are assumed
to be unchoked so that the selection of the ratio A4/~ places the
design-point operation in the region of the maximum turbine-power
parameter and yet allows increasing corrected turbine power with
increasing flight speeds.
. . . .——.._- _____ _—____ ._. —. .
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Determination of ratio of turbine to compressor flow area.–
(11) Calculate A4/~ from equation (17) using the choking
value of weight-flow parameter.
Example:
T2000A4 37.4 518.4
— ‘48.62 X 0.935 x3.25 xO.95Al
= 0.524
(12) Check centrifugal stresses in the turbine blade by means
of equation (21).
-18: When the turbine-blade material is assumed to
have a density of 540 pounds per cubic foot,
Sb
—=
4
-w ~ - (0.50)3 (971)2 -
64.4 .
= 9,080,000 pounds per square foot
or
63,100 pounds per square inch
From reference 13, it maybe seen that the blade stress wi~ have a
reasonable value for turbine design if 4 is decreased by tapering the
blade. The selected values for design opsration are therefore acceptable.
Determination of ratio of exhaust-nozzle to turbine-inlet flow
area.-
(13) compute (p3/p6)opt for optimum-power division from
equation (24).
qle: (p3/p6)opt = 3.25 X 0.95 = 3.088
(14) Draw line of (P3/P6)qt on figure 6.
“>
.-
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Example:
figure 6.
(15) Compute
Example:
The lil18of (p3/p6)oPt
(p6/P6)optfrom equation
25 ‘
= 3.088 was located on
(10) .
u‘6 - sg 3.088opt
For each point of intersection of ()P~the constant % opt line with
known.
A6 ~} P3
()
(16) Plot P1/po against ~ ~ ~ for optimum power
44 \
division.
-le: For the illustrative engine, the relations for
optimum-power division are shown in the bottom curve of f&ure 10.
(17) compute. (%/26)T at take--offconditio~.from equation (23).
-le: ..
.
.
()‘3 =1.0x3.25 xO.95 =3.088. i&
(18) Draw line of constant (p3/p6)T on figure 6.
,.
-le: The line of (p3/p6)T = 3.088 was located on
figure 6. ,,
. .
()
(19) Plot ~ T
()
against ~ $ k ~ for take-off.
.
-. ..-. ——— .. -.. _ ———.. —..
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-1= The intersection of the
(k
P~
()
% m’ ‘3
. 3.088 with the — — — cues
~
A4 m4P4
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constant line of
determines the values
uP3of to be plotted, as shown by the upper curve of figure 10.ET
% m’ ‘3
()
(20) ‘Select ~ ~ 4 ~ from a consideration of the plots of
steps (16) and (19).
Example: A compromise was made in the choice of a fixed
exhaust-nozzle area by choosing one close to the optimum value for
a range of flight speeds but choosing one that would not decrease
the turbine pressure ratio at take-off conditions to abnormally low
values. Such a compromise was made, as shown in figure 10, by
selecting the area-ratio parameter corresponding to a turbine pressure
ratio of 2.5. Thus for
oP3ST = 2.631
()(21) Compute ~, assuming x 2 to be chok@ values.A4 m4P4
J
-le: %—=3.25 xO.935 =3.04
4
(22) Construct curve of p3/p6 amimt p3/p6> as shown in
figure 6 for the bown value of @A4.
.
-Ie: The curve of figure 11 was constructedby the
method presented in the section Combined Turbine and EWmust-Nozzle
Characteristics for
.
.
l %
— = 3.04
A4
-%
.- — —- -.
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2
()m’ = 1.074
and
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for stator-nozzle
(23) Compute
choking conditions.
p3/p6 from equation (23).
-Ie:
‘3
— = 1.0.X 3.25 X 0.95 = 3.088
p6
(24) By using the curve of step (22), locate the design point
and p3/p6 for p3/p6 from step {23).
Example: From figure 11
(25) If
on figure 6,
P3
—=
p6
the design Toint is
then po/p6 maybe
2.631
located to the right of ~ = 1.0
computed from equation (6), letting
1.853
-Ie: Because the design poiritis located to the left
of M6 = 1.0 on figure 6,
?!?+ 1.0
p6
(26) Recalculate p3/p6 for the known value of pO/p6 ‘rem
P3 PI P2 P3 Po
—— —-~-
‘~p~p2p6
.
- . --- — ——— .— ———
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each
-Ie:
(27) Calculate
X18:
Determination
P~ _ ~“088
P6 “
P~ P3 p6
—= ——
P5 p6 p5
%2631
P5 .
of ratio of turbine
X 0.95 = 2.5
to compressor fiameter. -
(28) Assume several values Or ~,m/Dc,o.
-16: Several values of Dt,~Dc,o were assumed for
of three values of 135. (See turbine maps (fig. 3).) For
example, let
~,m. .
D
= 1.0
C,o
for
$5
(29) Calculate wUt,m/A453
-18:
Wut ~
A4%
(30) Locate point
determine outlet swirl
-le: @L
= 32.5
from equation (26).
.!
.
=48.62x0.935 X 971-
~~ Dc;o
= 22,470 for Dt,m/Dc,o = 1.0
on turbine map for several values of f35 and
an@e.
figure 3(b), for
Wut ~
48; = 22,470
,
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,,
r-
ul
N
t-l
‘3
— =“2.5
.P~
w~= 2.55
and swirl angle = 30°. “‘ ‘
(31) Plot turbine-outlet swirl angle and Vt against l+-,m/Dc,o
for several values of 135.
Example: Turbine design-perfomance values were plotted
on figure 12 for three values of B5.
(32) Select a value of swirl angle for design conditions.
-le: For take-off conditions, a swirl angle of 9° was
arbitrarily chosen.
(33) Draw vector diagrams for the pitch section and the selected
swirl angle for each value of 135.
-le: Three vector dia~ms were drawn, each with the
outlet swirl angle equal to 9° for values of & of 300, ‘32.5°,and
350 l Other
‘4 =
known quantities are:
-4
20° (assumed constant)
i
J.-)2$ 32.2 x 53.35 x 2000 (assumed constant)
C4 = $+1
.
= 1981 feet per second
%,ul
= ~71 %,IU
DC,o
from equation (l).
.
. . .. —.— —.———..
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(34) Calculate (Di/Do)t for impulse at the root of the turbine
blade from equations (27) aqd (29).
: From values obtained on the three pitch-section
’18 (Di/Do)t
vector diagrams, for impulse conditions was calculated
by means of equations (27) and (29).
(35) Calculate (Di/Do)t for several values of
equation (30).
E==wSe: Three values of Dt,m/Dcjo were
tion (30) with
Dt,T@C,ofrom
used in equa-
and
uDiml = 0.50
(36) Plot (Di/Do)t for the actual blade and the blade having
impulse at the root against Dt,m/Dc,o. .
_le: The results of steps (34) and (35) are plotted
in figure 13.
(37) plot rotor turning angle 13,4+ F5 on same plot as step (36).
_le: Rotor turning angle was obtained from the vector
fiambya- 134 and P5 and is plotted in figure 13.
(38) SeleCt Dt,m/Dc,o
degree of reaction.
-1? : Although
chosen for accelerating flow
as a compromise between rotor weight and
a design value of !35 of 35° coula be
through the blades, better actual tur-
bine effi~iencies could probablybe obtainedby selecting blading
with a greater amount of reaction at the root.
-. -
--
.
.
.
...
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Let
‘t~l!!
D
= 1.322
C,o
(39) From former plots for the selected value of ~,~/Dc,o,
find design values of rotor turning angle, turbine pressure coef-
ficient, hub-to-tip ratio of turbine blade, and turbine rotor-blade-
outlet angle.
mle: From figures 12 and 13 for
%
~!!!
D
= 1.322
.C,o
~4 + f35= 81°
tit = 1.5
()~ = 0.718Do-t
$5 = 32.5°
(40) Find design value of wUt,m/A4~ from equation (26).
Example:
Wutm
= 22,470 X 1.322
’463
(41) Find ‘3 -‘5 from turbine map
T3
T3 -T5
T3
= 29,700
or from the equation
u‘3gJ ~
(34)
_—
-— —— ——
—— .—
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T3 - T5 - (971)2 (1.322)2
= 0.274
‘% 32.2 X 778 X 2000
= 0.18
(42) If the parameters for the design point on the turbine map
w~4 P4
are inserted in equation (31) and ——A454 P3 is much below the
choking value, the matching process should be repeated with tQe new
value from equation (31).
-18: -
w& P4 29,700
— .=
A454 P3 32.2 X 778 xO.274 x518.4 x.O.18
1.5
= 45.4
Because this value is approximately equal to that for choking condi-
“tions, the assumption of choking conditions in the stator is verified.
(43) Calculate design shaft power per unit compressor area, net
thrust per unit exhaust-nozzle area, specific fuel consumption, and
other performance parameters from equations given ~ appendix D.
Example: The design parameters found in the previous
steps were introduced into equations of appendix D.
(42) The engine may now be scaled to size ‘togive the required
design power.
-1= me value of the shaft-power parameter
shp/Al~~ is approximately 2000 horsepower per square foot. If
2000 horsepower is desired at take-off conditions, the ‘compressor-
inlet flow area shouldbe scaled to 1 square foot. The areas and
“.
the diameters of the turbine and the exhaust nozzle may now be cal-
culated inasmuch as the ratios have already been determined.
-.
.
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For the performance analysis, the following quantities must
be known or assumed:
The compressor and turbine performance maps must also be available.
Example: A performance analysis is made for the engine
matched in the previous example
P3
— = 0.95
P~
~=0935
.
‘3
P(3
—= 0.95
‘5
A4
— = 0.524
%
%5
— =3.04
A4
‘tA
D
= 1.322
C,o
The axial-flow-compressormap of figure 2 is used.
The turbine map used is taken from reference 12 for U4 of 20°
and ~5 of 32.5°.
The original curves were extended to higher
ratio and corrected temperature drop by assuming
efficiency of 0.86 and choking conditions in the
values of pressure
a constant turbine
turbine stator.
_._— —...__. .____ —. —- —. —
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The turbine maps of reference 12 can be used to represent con- .
ditions in the turbine at the design point for the turbine-propeller
engine. In general, however, at off-design conditions the relative
rotor-inlet angle i34 will not correspond to the design value.
The incidence losses were not included in the turbine maps of refer-
ence 12. Nevertheless, figure 3(b) will be assumed to represent
actual turbine performance at all conditions of engine operation.
The following procedure maybe used to determine the equilib-
rium performance of the turbine-propeller engine:
(a) Select ram pressure ratio or flight Mach number and inlet-
ducting total-pressure-lossratio
$~~>:l%g~
3=15
_le: Assume .
PO
(b) Select point on compressor map and find values of
-le: From figure 2, a point was
Uc,o
c
= 777
‘1
selected
“
(35)
T2 - T1
— = 0.335
T1
—
c-,
,
.—
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U&C
I-t
(c) Calculate S from definition of slip factor.
Example: s = 1.731
(d) Compute
‘3 ‘2 ‘3
—=— —
PI PI P2
Example: P3 =214
‘1 “
(e) Construct curve of P3/P~ against p3/p6 as shown in fig-
ure 6 or 11 for the known value of A6/A4.
Example: Figure 11 represents the curve of equilibrium
operation for the matched engine.
.
(f) Compute
P3 PI P2 P3
—=— __
Po PO PI P2
P3
Example:
— = 3.21
Po
(g) By using the value of P3/po from step (f) on the P3/p6
scale for the curve of step (e), find p3/p6 fOr the
constant @4*
Example:
from figure 11.
(h) If the value of
pO/p6 wybe fou~ from
‘3/p6 equal the maximum
P3
— = 2.71p6
p3/Po lies to the right of
equation (6), letting P6/P6
value for that area ratio.
curve of
M6 =1.0,
=1.653 and
..
. .—.—— ..-_ _ _
— — —
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-Ie: Because the operating point on figure 6 or 11
lies to the left of ~ = 1.0,
Po
— = 1.0
p6
(i) Calculate
‘3 Pl P2 P3 p.
—=— ———
p6 po pl p2 p6
Example:
(J) Compute
E=@e:
(k) Compute
-Ie:
(1) Compute
lbcample:
‘3
— = 3.21
p6
%=257
‘5 “
P6 ‘3/p6
—=
p6 p3/p6
P6
— = 1.18
p6
.
.
.
.
.
——— .. ——. ..—
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(m) Cowute wUt,m/A4~3 from equation (4).
Example:
(n) From the turbine
knowledge of P3/P5 and
‘t,m
= 23,940
A4~3
map, locate the operating point from
-le: Operating point on
2=257
P5 “
figure 3(b) was found for
and
‘Ut,m
= 23,940
’463
(o) Find operating values of ~T3 -T5, *t, and swirl angle
d
from the turbine map.
Example:
T3 - T5
= 0.182
T3
qt = 2.35
and
swirl angle = 28°
(P) Calculate the ratio of turbine to compressor
equation (5)
Example:
o
= 2.375
power from
.
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.
(q) Calculate the required ratio of turbine-inlet temperature
to compressor-inlettemperature from equation (3)
—
T3
Example: -
(r) Calculate values of horsepower, thrust, ~ecific fuel con-
sumption, and other performance parameters from appendix D.
X18: The values of the parameters calculated in the
previous steps were introduced into the equations of appendix D to
obtain other performance parameters at the selected operating point.
Compressor-inlet-ductinglosses were neglected and a constant pro-
peller efficiency of 0.85 was assumed.
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF ENGINE SELECTED AS
Ixmsmm EXAMPLE
Engine Performance with F+~ed-Area Exhaust Nozzle
The results of the performance analysis for the compressor and
turbine selected maybe plotted on the compressor performance map.
Figure 14 shows the range of operation on the compressor map from
zero shaft power to a corrected turbine-inlet te~erature of 2000° R
for ram pressure ratios of 1.0, 1.2, and 1.5. From 72 to 107 percent
of rated speed, the ram pressure ratio has little effect on the line
of constant corrected turbine-inlet temperature.
From 72 to 100 percent of rated speed, the slip factor for a
constant corrected turbine-inlet temperature does not change more
than 8 percent.
The results may be plotted in a form that shows the available
shaft horsepower per unit compressor-inletflow area at the design
turbine-inlet temperature and compressor-tip speed (fig. 1.5). For
the fixed-area exhaust nozzle, the available shaft horsepower is
.
Q
t-
5.
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nearly doubled by ’changingthe flight speed from O to
hour at sea level. The shaft horsepower available at
39
600’miles per
an altitude
of 15,000 feet and a flight speed of 400 miles per hour is approxi-
mately equal to the static sea-level value.
Because the compressor surge line is approximately parallel to
the line of constant T3/el over the usual range of operating speeds
(fig. 14), the engine is essentially limited by constant corrected
turbine-inlet-temperatureoperation. Altitude operation as well as
high turbine-inlet temperaturesmay raise the value of T3/el to such
high values that compressor surge maybe encountered. ltromfigure 15,
it maybe seen that if the design vslues of temperature and engine
speed sre maintained, compressor surge will be encountered at altitude.
If this altitude limit is to be raised, another design point on the
compressor map must be selected or the engine power must be decreased
by reducing turbine-inlet temperature. From figure 14, it may be
seen that the selection of a lower value of desi’gnpressure ratio
places the line of T3/el = 2000° R farther away from the surge line
and therefore raises the altitude limit at which surge is encountered.
For a fixed engine operating at all flight conditions and exhaust-
nozzle sizes, equation (5) shows that a straight line can be drawn
through a plot of ~t/S against shp/chp. For a turbojet engine
operating with a centrifugal compressor (approximatelycomtant slip
factor), a line of constant *t represents the engine operating line
on the turbine map.
l@@e Performance with Variable-Area
Exhaust Nozzle
If it is assumed that the engine is used at flight conditions
corresponding to a constant ram pressure ratio, investigation of
the possibility of increasing the total thrust horsepower of the
unit at constant ram pressure ratio by varying the nozzle area of
the engine is desirable. Accordingly, engine performance has been
calculated at a ram pressure ratio of 1.5 for a range of ratios of
.-——— .--——— -— —.—.—
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exhaust-nozzle to turbine-inlet area and is presented in figure 16.
In this figure, the power parameter is plotted in terms of equiva- .
lent shaft horsepower, the sum of the shsft power and the jet power
corrected for propulsive efficiency, assuming a constant propeller
;
efficiency of 0.85.
Inspection of the curves shows that at a constant corrected
compressor speed, in general, if the ratio of e-ust-nozzle area
to turbine-throat area is reduced to the smallest value shown in
order to increase the jet power, the corrected equivalent shaft
horsepower is decreased from a maxdmum value. If the ratio of
exhaust-nozzle to turbine area is increased to the highest values
shown in order to increase the shaft power, the corrected equiva-
lent shaft horsepower is also decreased from a maximum value.
The design-area ratio lies in the region of maximum corrected
equivalent shaft horsepower. In the regions of maximum corrected
equivalent shaft horsepower, however, the area ratio does not greatly
affect the value of corrected equivalent shaft horsepower, especially
at lower than rated speed. For example, from figure 16(a) at the
corrected compressor-tip speed of 971 feet per second, a change in
area ratio from 2.5 to 4.0 varies the corrected equivalent shaft
horsepower by 4.2 percent over this range. Reference 17 shows that
for the general case of an engine with varying propeller and tur-
bine efficiencies, a two- or three-position-area control can provide
adequate optimum-power proportionment. The area ratio determined as
satisfactory for the ram pressure ratio considered may therefore be
used over a range of operating conditions depending on propeller
characteristics.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
For a particular compressor-performancemap chosenby the
engine designer, a simplified systematic method has been developed
to show some of the compromises necessary in the selection of a
turbine to be mated with the compressor. The results of component
matching may be used to obtain the,predicted power-per-unit size of
engine. When the engine power is selected, the absolute size of
each component is fixed and can be determined from the results of
the component matching. The method of performance analysis provided
enables the engine designer to predict the performance of the over-
all engine design and some of the practical limitations, such as
compressor surge and maximum turbine pressure ratio.
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Cleveland, Ohio, October 19, 1949.
.
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8YMBOLS
The following syribolsare used in this report:
effective area perpendicular to flow, sq ft
absolute velocity of gas in turbine, ft/sec
compressor horsepower
average specific heat at constant pressure for combustion
chamber, Btu/(lb)(%)
avera e specific heat at constant pressure for compressor
7Btu (lb)(%)
average specific heat at constant pressure for turbine and
‘ exhaust nozzle, Btu/(lb)(%)
rotor diameter, ft
equivalent shaft horsepower
jet thrust, lb
net thrust, lb
acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2
lower heating value of fuel, 18,500 Btu/lb
horsepower
mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 ft-lb/Btu
jet horsepower
Mach number
weight-flow parameter, w @/A6
choking value of weight-flow parameter
total pressure, lb/sq ft absolute
. ——— -- .———- ——--
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.
static pressure~ lb/sq ft absolute
gas constant, ft-lb/(lb)(%)
radius
compressor slip factor, ()T2-T~gJcp,c Ts — T1
2’
()’
Uc,o
T
el
turbine-rotor-blade stress, lb/sq ft
shaft horsepower ~
total temperature, ‘R
static temperature, ‘R
thrust horsepower
blade velocity, ft/sec
.
.
jet velocity, ft/sec
flight speed, ft/sec
gas velocity relative
air flow, lbjsec
fuel flow, lb/hr
turbine-stator-outlet
to turbine rotor, ft/sec
angle
turbine-rotor-outletangle
twbine-rotor-inlet angle relative to rotor blade
turbine-rotor-outletangle
ratio of specific heats in
,
relative to rotor blade
compressor
-,
,.
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ratio of specific heats in turbine and exhaust nozzle
total pressure divided by NACA standard sea-level pressure
(14.7 lb/sq in. absolute)
polytropic turbine efficiency
combustion efficiency
adiabatic turbine efficiency
.
propeller efficiency
total temperature dividedby
ture (518040R)
stator loss coefficient
density of gas, slugs/cu ft
turbine-rotor-bladedensity,
stress correction factor
EACA standard sea-level tempera-
lb/cu ft
turbine
angular
Subscripts:
o anibient
()T3-T5gJCp,t T8 —‘3pressure coefficient,
(Y
‘t,m
T ‘3
velocity, radians/see
air
1 compressor inlet
2 cotiustion-chsmberinlet
3 turbine-stator inlet
4 turbine-stator outlet
5 turbine-rotor outlet
.
—--. _..— ..—_
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6
a
-c
y.
m
o
opt
s
T
t
U
exhaust-nozzle throat
axial direction ~
compressor
inner dimension with respect to rotor-blade height
mean dimension with respect to rotor-blade height
outer dimension with respect to rotor-blade height
optimum
NACA standard pressure or temperature
take-off
turbine
tangential tiection
NACATN 2450
.
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APPENDIX B
CORIUKTEO TURBINE-HORSEPOWERVARIATION WITH
TURBINE-AREA RATIO MD XFFICDZNCY
Turbine-power variation with area ratio and efficiency.- From
continuity across the turbine
A4
%
When T3 = T4 and the
by m
W& P5
weight-fluw parameter is
(1-
-
yt-l
‘3-T5
~t T3
)
() 21 ‘3 - ‘5-— ‘3
From the clefinition of turbine horsepower
WJC t(T3-T5)
hp .
550
Jcp,tfi w~ k ‘3-T5
??
—— —
A5P;fi = 55o Ps A4 53 ~ ‘3
(Bl)
represented
(B3)
(M)
Multiplying both sides by the ratio of the weight-flow parameter
at choking to the actual weight-flow parameter at station 5 yields .
1
. . -. — ———— -———— .—— .————
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.
um’ JCp,t rnts~ A4 rn4P4 T3-T5hp ——— —~P3& ~s= 550 ‘s%%p3 T3 (B5)
Letting
A&l-%??
For various values
7t = 4/3
= 0.274
cp,t
“5
= 48.62
()
m’ ‘4 ‘4 ‘4 ‘3-T5
——— —
‘0”203%%p3 ‘3
(B6)
Y
5
of adiabatic turbine efficiency T* the
T3-T5 ma ~4 %
relation between —
T.
——
%%.J
hThus the relation between ‘_
A5p3@3
P4
~ is kn.ownfrom equation (B2).
3
()
mt A4 % P4
— —— —
m
5 and %%P3 ‘Ybe ‘>
plotted for various values of turbine efficiency, as shown in figure 9.
Maximum-power curve. - The curve of maximum corrected power may
be derivedby the use of the polytropic turbine efficiency q.
Inserting equation (B7) into equation (Bl) yields)
Yt
~-;()A4 % P4 T5—— —=—A5%P3 T3
(B7)
(m)
.
-.
—
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For y% = 4/3
47
8-7+
() .‘4 ‘4 ‘4 ‘5——— =%’3P3 %
8..r#
()1 ‘3-T5= -— ‘3
(B9)
Inserting this value into equation (IK) yields
In order to find the ~ oorrected puwer, this expression
may be differentiatedwith respect to the area-ratio term and the
resulting expression set equal to zero.
(Bll)
1
8-n
—
‘4 ‘4 ‘4
——— =
()
* 2V
%’3P3 1 +8-7
for maximum power (B12)
-..—— -——_ ___
—. —. ———
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A3 m3 P4
Because the term ~ is known as a function of — — —,8-7 4m4p3
it may be substituted in equation (B1O) and the line of madmum
power may be drawn as shown in figure 9.
.
‘7
.
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APPmmX c
FREWVORTEX FLOW CONDITIONS
For a turbine-rotorblade with accelerating
49
flow (positive
reaction) at the pitch section, the problem is to dete&&e the hub
diameter at which impulse conditions occur.
The criterions for impulse conditions will be (fig. 4):
For vortex fluw, from
‘4 = W5
root to tip of
Car = constant
c = constant
a,4
c = constant
a,5
(cl)
the blade,
(C2)
(C3)
(C4)
For the blade rotating at constant speed, from root to tip
: = constant (C5)
From the vector diagram (fig. 4)
W42 = (~j4-u)2 + ca,42
W52 = (CU,5+U)2+ca,52
(C6)
(C7)
Equating equation (C6) to equation (C7) and expanding ~elds
(C*,52- ca,42) ‘2U (c@,5+cfJ4) ‘(c@,52- C@*z) =0 (cEl)
(C9)
——..— .— —.—. —
——
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men the radius at -theroot Of tk blab ri iS introduced)
r2
()
c6),5
-1=0
%,4 r i
Because
(~r)i = (C@r)m
Caji = Ca,m
(Clo)
(Cll)
(cl’)
(c13)
= o
(C14)
(CM)
.
.
-H
>N
-0’)
-4
... —.- -—.—-
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2
()]
ca}5 1 (tanz u4)m+2
ca,4 ~- (&Z)m[(%)m+j
(C16)
~} [(%1 -j(’m2a4)m+2k2!m[(* )m+j
e=
[()]
C2
1- S
%,4 ~
(cl?)
The ratio of turbine pitch diameter to huh ‘diameterfor impulse
conditions at the root of the blade can therefore be
. terms of the ratios obtained from the vector diagram
pitch section of the blade.
The hub-to-tip diameter ratio is then given by
()~ .__i-
‘t
%()2~-1
t
calculated-in
drawn for the
(C18)
.._—_.—_ ___ . ..
— .——
—
52
[
q
shp = chp %-
2U]‘t,m - ~DC,o
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APPENDIX D
EQUATIONS FOR HORSEPOWER, ‘RRUST, AND SPECIFIC
FUEL CONSUMFTIOE
Shaft horsepower. - The relation between shaft power and com-
pressor power can be rewritten from equation (5) as
(Dl)
Compressor horsepower canbe shown to equal
(D2)
If this expression is used, the shaft-power parameter can be
written as
(Ix5)
Jet thrust. - The equation for jet thrust can be written
(D4)
If the density and the jet velocity are replaced by equivalent
expressions in temns of pressure and temperature, the jet-thrust
parameter can be written
—
I yt-1 I(.?.?)p)’tj+ &
(M)
.
.
.
b
UY
tui-l
.
.
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For conditions less than critical at the nozzle throat, the
jet-thrust parameter reduces to
r yt-1 -
and for choking conditions at the exhaust-nozzle
“ &~$)=J(@-%-
throat
11
(De)
(D7)
Values of jet-thrustparameter as a function of the ratio of
the total pressure at the nozzle to ambient pressure are given for
one value of 7t in figure 17.
Net thrust. - The net thrust from the jet nozzle is equal to
the jet thrust minus the inlet momentum losses.
Fn ‘v
‘%-E o
(m)
If the flight velocity is replacedby its equivalent value in
terms of ram pressure ratio and compressor-inletlosses are rmglected,
the net-thrust parameter canbe expressed as 1
w el
—=3XJ-1%%%.61 1ye-l
z’
Yc()PO~ (D9)
Thrust horsepower. - The total thrust horsepower is the sum of
the propulsive powers of the propeller and the jet. If all the shaft
power is assumed available for the propeller
(D1O)thp = 7P shp + $@
thp = ~ shp +-‘~ (Dll)
———. .—
54
area
—
Corrected thrust
can be expressed
‘~CATIV 2450
.
horsepower per square foot of compressor-wet
as follows:
1
J.
[
1-
Fn
‘1%
(D12)
Equivalent shaft horsepower. - The equivalent shaft horsepower
of a turbine-propeller engine is equal to the sum of the propeller
shaft power plus the jet power aorrected for propulsive efficiency.
If all the shaft power iS assumed available for the propeller,
1
—
(D13)
Specific fuel consumption. - The specific fuel consumption of
a turbine-propeller engine can be calculated on the basis of the
thrust
of the
from a
hor;ep6wer or the equivalent shaft horsepower. The weight
fuel flow is the same for either case and canbe obtained
consideration of the temperature rise during cotiustion.
‘+%= wcp,b ‘T3-T2)(3600) (D14)
‘f Jw ‘1 1 h (T3-T2) (36CXI)
=— — (D15)
%%F1
Al% el ~ h
F
w el Cp,b
= 3600 m (0”26) h h @*2@~-Tst*+J]
(D16)
.
.
G
$2
—
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The thrust-horsepower specific-fuel-consumptionparameter,
u0.26&~ ~ can be obtained from equations (D12) and (D16); the
equivalent shaft-horsepower specific-fuel-consumptionparameter can
be
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
obtained from equations (D13) and (D16).
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Weight-flow parameter multiplied by blade-speed parameter
\
::;m* *
(a.) l?urbke-rotor-outletangle, 30°.
Figure 3. - Performancemap for single-stage turbine. Constant
annular-passagearea. !l?urbi~e-stator-outletangle, 200.
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Weight-flow parameter multip~ed by blade-speed parameter,
*’ -*Z
(b) lhu-bine-rotor-mtlet engle, S2.5°.
Figure 3. - Continued. Perf— oe map for eingle-stage turbine. Conetmt annular-passage area.
mrbine-stator-autlet 8ngle, 20°.
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.
.201 ,
Weight-flow parsmeter multiplied by blade-speed parameter
Wut m (lb)
A463 ‘ (ft)(sec)g
(c) Turbine-rotor-outletangle, 35°.
Figure 3. - Concluded. Performancemap for single-stageturbine.
Constant annular-passagearea. Turbine-stator-outletangle, 20°.
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